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MISSION
Indra Capital's mission is to provide the tools that both conservative and aggressive
investors alike need to achieve their ﬁnancial goals in the Crypto space.
This whitepaper will discuss the products we are building to fulﬁl this mission and to
achieve the type of vertical integration that can help us capture most of the value across
the crypto product and services stack. We will articulate the various components and our
plan to snap them together to form the complete picture needed to achieve our
objectives.
Our platform is blockchain and location agnostic. We will concentrate our eﬀorts on
technologies we've vetted and believe are likely to play a major role in the reshaping of
our ﬁnancial world.

PROBLEMS
Lack of access to hedging strategies
Most uses have neither knowledge nor the inclination to learn how to protect their principal
or boost their ROI with the simple use of Futures and Options derivatives.

Reach for Yield
Users believe that more risk is the ony way to achieve returns. They take on an inordinate
amount of risks and push themselves further down the speculative curve mainly due to
the current low/zero interest rate regime seen especially in western countries.

Heavy friction and fees
Users spend an unreasonable amount of money on simple things like moving money
around or establishing new positions, whether it be from Fiat to Crypto, Crypto to
Crypto or Cross-chain.

Lack of deep enough liquidity
Current futures and options markets especially in the DeFi space do not have the deep
liquidity to support a sophisticated market w/ great execution, minimal slippage and the
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ability to establish large position sizes.

Constant price volatility
A traditional investor who wishes to enter the Crypto markets has no clean well executed
path to build a Crypto position conservatively and over time.

Illusory APRs on DeFi Vaults
Most yields promised by DeFi vaults like yearn.ﬁnance and beefy.ﬁnance are imaginary.
They are either paid on transient market conditions that don't last or on high inﬂation
tokens that completely lose value in a short time span.

Custodial, counterparty and USDT risk.
Centralized futures exchanges have a triple problem.
a. Being custodial makes them a honeypot to being hacked.
b. There is always counterparty risk that the exchange (especially if unregulated) could
refuse to return funds and
c. Most futures are based on USDT which suﬀers from another kind of counterparty risk
of not being fully backed by USD.

PRODUCTS
IndraCapital.ﬁnance
IndraCapital.ﬁnance is a core piece of the Indra Capital (IC) ecosystem and is completely
focused on the De-Fi space.
IndraCapital.ﬁnance consists of High-performance DeFi vaults featuring Delta-Neutral,
Arbitrage, Triangular arbitrage, Market making and Liquidity provision strategies.

IndraDEX
IndraDEX is a Cross-chain decentralized spot, futures and options trading platform.
While this whitepaper is dedicated to ﬂeshing out the IC ecosystem as a whole, we’ve put
together a separate more in-depth whitepaper to cover just IndraDEX and Indra Capital
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Finance. A combination of these 2 documents will give the reader full coverage of the IC
ecosystem and our plans.

YieldWallet.io
The staking ecosystem is a key part of validating and securing proof-of-stake and delegated
proof-of-stake blockchains such as MATIC (Polygon), Tezos and others.
YieldWallet.io is our staking-as-a-service provider, a service that allows users to pool their
tokens towards validators that we manage and earn rewards. We share the bulk of the
rewards with our users, taking a small fee for running the validators.

Our Validators
The following YieldWallet.io services are currently LIVE
Tezos - We run an XTZ bakery with >99.8% uptime and have been a part of the Tezos
ecosystem since 2019.
MATIC / Polygon - We run a MATIC validator node with 99.9% uptime. We were one of
the original participants in their Stake-on-the-beach initiative that was intended to
shepherd the protocol through testnet to its mainnet launch.
Decred - We operated a Decred staking pool for well over a year before their recent
architecture upgrade.
We are currently focusing on releasing a Custodial wallet solution for Decred (more on
that below), after which we will launch a new Decred VSP based on the new architecture.
Mina - We’re one of the original Genesis founding members for the Mina protocol,
participating in the release process for the network through multiple testnets to the
mainnet launch. We currently run a Mina validator and have had tremendous success in
minting blocks.
ONE - We run a Harmony validator with >99.7% uptime. We were chosen as one of their
Pangaea academy validators, which includes a delegation grant that allows us to
operate the node in elected status 100% of the time.
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Revenue / Proﬁt
YieldWallet has >$9 million delegated to its validators at the time of this writing. Unlike
most ideas / whitepapers, we already have one leg of the IC ecosystem up and pulling in
mid six-ﬁgures in revenue, a large portion of which would be pure proﬁt, were we not
reinvesting in the business.

Vertical Integration
Unlike most standalone staking-as-a-service providers, who have to grow organically, we
believe that YieldWallet.io can achieve massive scale as part of a larger ecosystem plan
within the IC umbrella of products, namely via cloud wallets and a new liquidity staking
protocol.
Note: As a simple example, one can imagine the case of a standalone validator trying to attract
delegated funds vs a validator that is part of an exchange ecosystem: Custodial funds of the
exchange will get deployed to the validator, thereby making the hunt for capital easier or nonexistent.

Cloud wallets
We plan to release a set of custodial wallets for all the coins for which we run validators.
The idea is that users will deposit their funds into wallets controlled by us. We will then
delegate the funds on their behalf to our validators and pay out the rewards.
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Note that users still have the option of delegating to us in a non-custodial fashion from
their own wallets, maintaining full control of their funds. They may choose to go the
custodial route for a variety of reasons including larger rewards, liquidity staking options,
convenience or other reasons (e.g. they may feel more secure with their funds in a CEXlike wallet).
Tezos cloud wallet - The ﬁrst cloud wallet we plan to release will be for Tezos. As
most people familiar with the Tezos staking protocol may realize, we would then be
able to use the funds delegated to us as part of our baker bond, since we have
custody of the funds.
This would allow us to grow the size of our delegated capacity. We will therefore
incentivize our users with a larger than usual Tezos reward and a combination of
other yield farming incentives for depositing and staking with us through our cloud
wallets.
Decred cloud wallet - Another cloud wallet that we will release shortly is for Decred.
Most people familiar with the Decred staking protocol realize that
a. The price of tickets going through the roof at >300 DCR as of this writing
b. The overly complicated ticket-splitting functionality in some Decred wallets, which
in theory is supposed to allow multiple users to contribute to a single ticket. In reality,
it’s too complex for most people to use.
This means that a user will need to control 300 DCR (33K USD at current prices) to
stake with Decred. We solve this problem by having users deposit funds (as little as 1
DCR) into their cloud wallets and then pooling the funds towards ticket purchases in a
transparent way, requiring no additional user intervention.
We then payout the Decred rewards in proportion to the user’s contribution. In
addition, we will occasionally pay out other tokens/rewards as yield farming
incentives for the users to participate.

Liquidity staking
One of the main pillars of YieldWallet.io’s growth and the overall IC Ce-De-Fi strategy is
our Liquidity staking protocol.
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Here is how it would work: Users who deposit tokens into our cloud wallets to earn
staking yields (described above) will receive equivalent i<token name> tokens e.g. iXTZ,
iDCR and so on. They will return these tokens when they wish to free up and withdraw
the tokens they have staked. These tokens can then be used as collateral on our (and our
ecosystem partners) borrow/lend markets and to participate in various forms of Yield
Farming. All of this can happen, while your original XTZ or DCR is earning rewards
through staking.
Imagine being able to deploy these i<token name> tokens as collateral for passive futures
and options trading strategies on the IndraDEX trading platform to achieve additional
yield. This is the future that we wish to make possible on the IndraDEX ecosystem.
This eﬀectively injects De-Fi into blockchains and tokens that do not have it and are
therefore not receiving the kind of attention they might deserve for other reasons such as
privacy and security.
There are various foundational pieces needed to build a robust liquidity staking platform,
such as having AMMs (Automated market makers) that will provide the necessary
guaranteed iToken:token liquidity and robust cross-blockchain bridges to perform token
swaps. We are committed to constructing the needed plumbing as well as the underlying
architecture to facilitate this Liquidity staking protocol.

Community / Infrastructure support
We believe it is crucial for Yieldwallet.io to provide necessary infrastructure to the token
communities in which we participate. To that end, we plan to build and provide various
necessary tooling such as block explorers, public nodes / APIs and simple wallets on an
open source basis, to support the growth and adoption of these blockchains.
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IndraX
IndraX is our centralized exchange (CEX) that will feature ﬁat-crypto onramps, spot
trading, borrow/lend markets, AMMs (Market makers) and NFT markets.

While everything would be decentralized in an ideal world, there are coins of signiﬁcant
market share and use-cases Whose value cannot currently be transferred or swapped
across blockchains in a completely decentralized way.
CEXes are therefore necessary at this point. We tend to think of IndraX, our centralized
exchange as a key component / bridge in the Ce-De-Fi ecosystem that we’re trying to build.

Spot trading
IndraX will support trading in the major market cap currencies that we believe are
legitimate and have promise. We will support trading in coins such as BTC, ETH, ADA, EOS,
XMR and so on.

Fiat Onramps
IndraX is committed to the vision of providing Fiat-Crypto onramps in as many
jurisdictions as possible, while complying to the fullest extent with local laws. We will
likely start with the Indian rupee and expand from there.
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AMMs
Similar to IndraDEX, we will allow market makers to participate in liquidity pools for various
pairs. These will include ﬁat pairs e.g. INR-ADA and so on. This will help bring innovations
and income opportunities that were previously ‘De-Fi only’ to a more general crypto
audience.
Maker incentive: Makers will be incentivized by a combination of the trading fees + Airavat
tokens as Yield farming incentives.

API-ﬁrst exchange
IndraX is an API-ﬁrst exchange which will allow the rapid development of various clients
(web, mobile, chat) that plugin to the same pools of liquidity and trading volumes.

UI / UX
The ﬁrst version of the exchange will see the release of a full-ﬂedged UI with the same
sophisticated and basic trading interfaces that one has come to expect from major crypto
exchanges.

NFT galleries
NFTs will be a key part of the IndraX product. We will feature galleries where artists and
creators can showcase their works and also provide the necessary tooling and infrastructure
around allowing the creation, minting and distribution of NFTs in a marketplace-like setting.
There is also exciting work being done around NFT valuation models and NFTs as collateral.
We will look to bridge the gap between NFT values and being able to unlock them as
collateral, for instance, on the IndraDEX futures and options trading platform.
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Airavat
Airavat is our telegram chatbot based interface into the IC and larger De-Fi ecosystem of
products and a key piece of our vision for seamless interactions with multiple blockchains,
products and functionalities in both the centralized and decentralized worlds.

If one can imagine the complexity of a single web user interface where you can
a. deposit funds, b. trade them on a CEX, c. trade on a DEX and then d. Stake a newly
acquired token,
it becomes clear why a chat-based interface is the way to go. While there is a learning curve,
we believe that once someone starts constructing complex actions via chat commands, they
would never look at a web interface the same way again.

A Crypto swiss-army knife
Our vision for Airavat is to build it into a crypto swiss army knife: A multi-faceted crypto
utility integrated into dozens of high quality platforms (think Aave, Compound, Sushiswap,
Quickswap) enabling the provision of huge amount of liquidity and functionality to the
user. Stated another way, the sum total of all the liquidity on the integrated platforms is
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now available through our single uniﬁed interface. We plan to integrate everything from
cross-blockchain bridges, price oracles and token swaps to staking and voting functions
within the platform.

IndraX integration
Users will have access to all the IndraX functionality described in the section above including
ﬁat onramps, spot trading, NFTs and so on from within the Airavat interface.

YieldWallet.io / Liquidity staking integration
Users will be able to stake their tokens to YieldWallet.io validators from within Airavat,
through our cloud wallets. They will also have full access to Liquidity staking tokens that
they can either put up as collateral via Airavat or withdraw for use elsewhere.

IndraDEX integration
Users will have access to all futures/options trading, spot trading, vaults and lend/borrow
markets functionality from IndraDEX, albeit in a custodial, non-DEX fashion via APIs
(transactions signed by centralized wallets controlled by us). While not ideal for
decentralization, it is both convenient and powerful. Users always have the option of going
straight to the DEX if they so choose.

Bridges, Cross chain transfers
The user should not have to know the inner workings of the underlying infrastructure to
enjoy the productive use of their tokens. Our vision is to have cross-chain transfers of value
be a part of this infrastructure, but in a completely seamless and transparent manner.

3rd party integrations
Another key part of the Airavat strategy is to implement important 3rd party integrations.
We’d like our users to have access to Compound, Aave, Sushiswap, Quickswap and other key
De-Fi platforms from within our interface.

Ce-De-Fi enablement
As mentioned a few times in this whitepaper, we’d like to create an ecosystem that bridges
and creates value between centralized and decentralized blockchains. Having a uniﬁed
gateway like Airavat goes a long way in enabling that vision.
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BUSINESS MODEL
Below is a diagram that captures ICs sources of revenue and expenses.

AIRAVAT TOKEN
The Airavat token is a utility token that forms an integral part of the entire IC ecosystem
and has uses that permeate every one of our products. The issuance will be capped at 1
Billion Units.

Token Allocation

The initial allocation of the token will be as follows

0.85% Public token sale

34.375% Reserve

2.55% Private sale (seed)

15% Airdrops, Bounties, Yieldfarming

3.825% Private sale (strategic round)

15% Partners / Ecosystem

3.40% Private sale (private round)

3% Advisors

22% Team
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Funds allocation
The funds raised will be allocated to the following functions

Product Development - 40%

Indra Treasury - 15%

Operations - 15%

Research & Development - 10%

Legal and Accounting - 5%
Marketing - 15%

Token utility

IndraX trading and withdrawal
fees
IndraDEX trading and
withdrawal fees
IndraX / IndraDEX listing fees

Staking for IndraCapital.ﬁnance
vault access
Staking for IndraCapital.ﬁnance
vault maintenance fee waiver
Staking for lower YieldWallet.io fee
Collateral on Lend/Borrow
platform
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ROAD MAP
Each of our products has its own roadmap which is subject to change based on
market dynamics and competitive landscape. Below are the milestones for each
product line in the IC ecosystem.

IndraCapital.finance

YieldWallet.io

Q1 2022

Q3 2019

Delta Neutral vaults go LIVE.

Tezos baking begins.

Q2 2020

Q2 2020

Market maker vaults go LIVE.
Staking and LP program
launched.

Decred staking pool launched.

Q3 2022

Q4 2020

Arbitrage vaults go LIVE.

Pangaea Academy inducts
YieldWallet.io Harmony Validator
launched.

Q4 2022

Q1 2021

Liquidity provisioning vaults go
LIVE.

Q1 2023
Fully automated omniscient
system operational.

MATIC validator launched on
Mainnet.

Q2 2021
YieldWallet.io Mina validator
launched as one of the Genesis
Founding Members.

Q1 2022
Solana, AVAX validators go LIVE

Q2 2022
ETH validator goes LIVE
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AiravatBot

IndraDEX

Q1 2022

Q4 2021

AiravatBot->YieldWallet.io Tezos,
Decred, MATIC integrations go LIVE

Q2 2022

Whitepaper completed.

Q1 2022

Yieldfarming rewards commence!

Futures LP vaults launched.

Q3 2022

Q3 2022

Aave, Compound, Quickswap,
Sushiswap integration

Futures trading goes LIVE. DEXVault integration complete.

Q4 2022

Q4 2022

Stablecoin lending launches.
Liquidity staking begins.

IndraX

DIY Futures pair listing / vault
creation launched

Q1 2023
Options trading goes LIVE.
Options LP vaults launched.

Q1 2022
Tezos, Decred, MATIC cloud
wallets go LIVE

Q2 2022
BTC, ETH, Tezos, Decred, MATIC,
Stablecoins trading goes LIVE

Q3 2022
INR Fiat onramp. INR trading
pairs go LIVE

Q4 2022
Full programmatic trading API,
AMM, Bot trading platform
launches.
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CONCLUSION
Indra Capital has lofty goals. We're going after multiple product categories and
geographies. We plan to build a cohesive integrated pipeline of products where all the
pieces snap together and feed into each other to build a whole that is greater than the sum
of its parts.
We believe that with the IC ecosystem products we will
Create a vibrant De-Fi platform Indra Capital Finance.
Provide easy access to derivatives, especially Future and Options trading via IndraDEX.
Bridge the gap between the ﬁat and crypto worlds via IndraX and Airavat.
Continue to support high quality projects with YieldWallet.io, our staking-as-a-service
provider.
We are incredibly grateful for the support we've received from the community thus far
and believe that we will fulﬁll the promise laid out in this whitepaper with your continued
support. Thank you.
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